Risk factors and effective management of preeclampsia
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Abstract: Preeclampsia, a hypertensive disorder of pregnancy is estimated to complicate 2%–8% of pregnancies and remains a principal cause of maternal and fetal morbidity and mortality. Preeclampsia may present at any gestation but is more commonly encountered in the third trimester. Multiple risk factors have been documented, including: family history, nulliparity, egg donation, diabetes, and obesity. Significant progress has been made in developing tests to predict risk of preeclampsia in pregnancy, but these remain confined to clinical trial settings and center around measuring angiogenic profiles, including placental growth factor or newer tests involving metabolomics. Less progress has been made in developing new treatments and therapeutic targets, and aspirin remains one of the few agents shown to consistently reduce the risk of developing preeclampsia. This review serves to discuss recent advances in risk factor identification, prediction techniques, and management of preeclampsia in antenatal, intrapartum, and postnatal patients.
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Introduction

The International Society for the Study of Hypertension in Pregnancy defines preeclampsia as hypertension of at least 140/90 mmHg on two separate occasions ≥4 hours apart accompanied by significant proteinuria of at least 0.3 g in a 24-hour collection of urine (or >30 mg/mmol protein/creatinine ratio), arising de novo after the 20th week of gestation in a previously normotensive woman and resolving completely by the 6th postpartum week.1,2 Preeclampsia complicates 2%–8% of pregnancies and occurs most commonly during the second half of pregnancy.2 While overall rates of preeclampsia remain static, rates of severe preeclampsia appear to have increased over recent decades.3 Preeclampsia is responsible for approximately 15% of all direct maternal deaths in the UK. Furthermore, the condition increases perinatal mortality, largely through iatrogenic prematurity, by five-fold.4–7

Recent reports from the World Health Organization (WHO) estimate that preeclampsia is directly responsible for 70,000 maternal deaths annually worldwide.8 In addition to the maternal mortality and morbidity, preeclampsia accounts for 500,000 infant deaths annually.4 Preeclampsia is a heterogeneous disorder affecting multiple organ systems. While the severity of clinical presentation is highly variable, outcomes are usually favorable when mild preeclampsia develops after the 36th week. The risk of adverse maternal and perinatal outcome increases significantly when preeclampsia develops early, before 33 weeks’ gestation, or at any gestation in those with preexisting medical conditions. Outcomes are less favorable in women living in developing
countries, regardless of gestation or severity of clinical presentation.9

Preeclampsia results from impaired trophoblast differentiation and invasion in early pregnancy, which stimulates sustained oxidative stress and a systemic inflammatory response.10 Recent work has suggested that the pathology might be better viewed as resulting from extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Abnormal placentation has been suggested as an extrinsic cause leading to early onset of preeclampsia. Recent work has suggested that late onset preeclampsia (≥34 weeks’ gestation) may be triggered by a distinct, intrinsic pathology involving microvillus overcrowding. This is thought to occur as placental growth reaches its limits at term, with diminishing villous pore size impeding perfusion and increasing oxidative stress. This theory extends to suggest that oxidative stress proteins modulate the maternal response to developing preeclampsia through regulation of various growth factors.11

It is widely accepted that all etiological processes are compounded by maternal and fetal genetic composition and environmental factors. Less well understood is how the interplay of these factors influences the degree of systemic endothelial dysfunction and maternal hypertension.12 This is supported by evidence demonstrating impaired placental perfusion in women who had growth-restricted babies in the absence of preeclampsia and the fact that 70% of babies born to women with preeclampsia are not growth restricted.13,14 These differences may be explained by maternal risk factors adversely affecting the ability of the placenta to cope with reduced placental perfusion, with a resultant reduction in the supply of nutrients to the fetus. In addition, it is widely accepted that systemic inflammation plays an important role in the development of this syndrome as evidenced by exaggerated leukocytosis, extensive platelet activation, and enhanced complement activation in preeclampsia.12,15,16

### Risk factors for preeclampsia

Early identification of preeclampsia (and if possible, prevention) is a core tenet of adequate management. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recommends that women at high risk of preeclampsia be identified before week 13 of gestation and low-dose aspirin commenced until 36 weeks’ gestation. There are many conditions and health risk behaviors that are thought to predispose to preeclampsia; these are summarized in Table 1. High-risk women include those with preexisting hypertension, chronic kidney disease, insulin-dependent diabetics, and women with previous early onset preeclampsia.17 Administration of low-dose aspirin to women at moderate-to-high risk has been shown to be beneficial and reduces the incidence of preeclampsia by approximately 15%.18 Preeclampsia is more common in primigravida women and the risk of preeclampsia increases the greater the interval between pregnancies.19 Age greater than 40 years of age increases risk (relative risk [RR]: 1.96, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.34–2.87), as does a previous history of preeclampsia (RR: 7.19, 95% CI: 5.85–8.83), pre-pregnancy obesity (RR: 2.47, 95% CI: 1.66–3.67), and women who become pregnant with donor eggs, embryo donation, or donor insemination.9 Other risk factors include diabetes (RR: 3.56, 95% CI: 2.54–4.99), preexisting hypertension (RR: 1.38, 95% CI: 1.01–1.87), those with a family history of preeclampsia (RR: 2.90, 95% CI: 1.70–4.93), and women suffering from medical conditions such as antiphospholipid syndrome (RR: 9.72, 95% CI: 4.34–21.75). In addition, it appears that various paternal factors can increase the risk of a pregnancy being complicated by preeclampsia.9

Preeclampsia is in itself a risk factor for both early and late complications affecting mother and baby. Preeclampsia may be complicated by seizures (eclampsia; 2–3 vs 40–90 cases/10,000 births in Europe and developing countries, respectively), pulmonary edema, placental abruption (1%–4%), oligohydramnios, and fetal growth restriction (up to 30%).21 Long-term effects on offspring include an increased risk of stroke and hypertension.21–23 In addition to the long-term health implications for offspring, women with preeclampsia have 3.7 times higher risk of developing hypertension later in life, 2.2 times increased risk of coronary heart disease, and 1.8 times higher risk of stroke.24

### Prediction

Management of preeclampsia centers on early recognition and timely delivery to prevent serious morbidity and mortality. Despite recent advances in our understanding of the etiology of preeclampsia, there is still no clinically
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Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; RR, relative risk.
useful screening test. The diagnosis of preeclampsia in the community is by detection of persistent hypertension and proteinuria, which then warrants referral to tertiary units for further management.\textsuperscript{25} However, recent research has identified novel predictive and diagnostic tests.

Much research has focused on the angiogenic factors, including the pro-angiogenic factors vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and placental growth factor (PIGF), in addition to the two anti-angiogenic proteins, soluble endoglin (sEng) and sFlt-1.\textsuperscript{26–28} PIGF, a member of the VEGF family, is an angiogenic, proinflammatory factor produced by trophoblast cells, and has a central role in the regulation of VEGF-dependent angiogenesis, has been long associated with the pathogenesis of preeclampsia, and is thought to be a secondary marker for the placental dysfunction that occurs in preeclampsia.\textsuperscript{29,30} Recent investigations have examined the clinical relevance of low plasma PIGF concentration (<5th centile for gestation, Alere\textsuperscript{TM} Triage assay) in women in whom there is a clinical suspicion of preeclampsia at 20–35 weeks’ gestation (and up to 41 weeks’ gestation as a secondary analysis). Of 625 women enrolled in the study, PIGF <5th centile had high sensitivity (0.96; 95% CI: 0.89–0.99) and negative predictive value (0.98; 95% CI: 0.93–0.99) for development of preeclampsia in the following 2 weeks; specificity was lower (0.55; 95% CI: 0.48–0.61).\textsuperscript{27}

Impedance to flow in the maternal uterine arteries normally decreases as pregnancy progresses. Increased impedance in the uterine arteries is an early radiographic feature of preeclampsia. This increased resistance likely reflects high downstream resistance due to defective differentiation of trophoblasts with resulting defective invasion of spiral arteries and failure of these vessels to transform into low-resistance vessels. Although Doppler ultrasound can predict women at increased risk of preeclampsia, it is a poor screening tool. In low-risk women, the risk of severe preeclampsia is best predicted by elevation of the pulsatility index in the second trimester (sensitivity: 78%, specificity: 95%). In women at high risk of preeclampsia, the risk of severe preeclampsia is best predicted by elevated resistance index in the second trimester (sensitivity: 80%, specificity: 78%).\textsuperscript{31,32}

Metabolomics, the scientific study of chemical processes involving metabolites, the intermediates, and products of metabolism, is an emerging predictive technology. Metabolomic changes may be detected in early pregnancy thus allowing early intervention and effective management. Metabolomics and associated technologies have successfully detected metabolic signatures of preeclampsia in early pregnancy. A recent profiling study, utilizing multivariate predictive modeling combining 14 metabolites, gave an odds ratio for developing preeclampsia of 36 (95% CI: 12–108), with an area under the receiver operator characteristic curve of 0.94.\textsuperscript{33} A Phase IIa clinical study is planned to further investigate these emerging metabolomic technologies.\textsuperscript{34} Another recent study has demonstrated characteristic proteomic biomarkers in the urine of women. It is thought that excretion of these factors may precede the development of symptoms and predict the likely severity of the disease.\textsuperscript{35}

Predicting preeclampsia in healthy nulliparous women using risk factor analysis is not robust but may, with addition of other biochemical features, offer a solution to best identify those at risk.\textsuperscript{36} The heterogeneous nature of preeclampsia makes it unlikely that a single clinical risk factor or biomarker in early pregnancy will ever predict those women likely to develop preeclampsia. A recent study has combined phenotypical features with biomarkers to produce an algorithm that detects preeclampsia in a significant portion of first-time mothers. This study created a model for the prediction of preeclampsia, which included PIGF, mean arterial pressure, and body mass index at 14–16 weeks’ gestation, the consumption of ≥3 pieces of fruit per day, and mean uterine artery resistance index.\textsuperscript{37}

Management of preeclampsia

The management of preeclampsia has not changed significantly over time, possibly as a result of the poor progress being made in our understanding of the condition.\textsuperscript{38} Effective management of preeclampsia may be divided into three categories; prevention of preeclampsia, early detection, and treatment. Women considered to be at high risk of preeclampsia (such as those with chronic hypertension, coexisting renal disease, or antiphospholipid syndrome should be referred for pre-pregnancy counseling to identify modifiable risk factors). This management may involve cessation of smoking advice, dietary advice, adjustment of medications to optimize medical conditions such as preexisting renal disease, and cessation of potentially teratogenic agents such as warfarin and angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors. Baseline levels for blood pressure, platelet function, renal function (plasma creatinine and urinary protein/creatinine ratios), and liver function should be recorded. Optimal pre-pregnancy health may reduce risk of developing preeclampsia. Women thought to be at high risk should be given low-dose aspirin before 12 weeks’ gestation until 36 weeks’ gestation.\textsuperscript{17,39} Calcium supplementation (≥1 g/day) is associated with a significant reduction in the risk of preeclampsia, particularly for women with low-calcium diets.\textsuperscript{40}
No ideal antenatal program of care has been identified for women at high risk of preeclampsia. However, these women are often seen more frequently antenatally and management includes an early accurate dating scan, anomaly scan, regular (4 weekly to weekly depending on risk factors and gestation) blood pressure and urine checks, and 4 weekly growth assessments to monitor for fetal growth restriction if preeclampsia is detected. As one of the risk factors for preeclampsia is nulliparity, often women have no preexisting comorbidities. As a result, regular antenatal check-ups are advocated to detect hypertension and proteinuria until better widespread predictive tests are available, which may help to stratify women into high- and low-risk groups. It is unclear whether mild preeclampsia is best managed in hospital or as an outpatient and it is generally dependent on individual hospital policy.

General measures once severe preeclampsia has been diagnosed include admission and consideration for transfer to a high dependency care unit or delivery suite with multidisciplinary team input including obstetrics, anesthetics, hematology, and neonatology. Ideally, national or local protocols should be agreed upon and implemented to ensure optimal care. Similarly, any decision for pharmacological intervention should consider side effect profile, contraindication, and dosing considerations per local formulary guidelines. Steroids should be considered to reduce the risk of respiratory distress syndrome if delivery by cesarean section is planned or if the fetus is preterm.

Baseline investigations should include serum electrolytes (Na, K, urea, creatinine, and uric acid), liver function tests (monitoring in particular for raised transaminases), full blood count (monitoring for thrombocytopenia and hemolysis), clotting (especially if liver function tests are abnormal), and group and save serum. Urinary protein/creatinine ratio or 24-hour urine collection should be obtained to correctly diagnose preeclampsia and to demonstrate the degree of renal impairment along with serum urea and creatinine. All tests should be checked daily, or more frequently if abnormal and interpreted with reference to normal values in pregnancy. In cases of severe preeclampsia, blood pressure and pulse should be measured every 15 minutes until stabilized – then half hourly. Careful hourly fluid balances should be maintained to reduce the risk of fluid overload. If necessary, an indwelling catheter should be inserted. Vital signs should be measured at regular intervals; respiratory rate measured hourly and temperature measured every 4 hours. Fetal well-being should be assessed carefully with cardiotocography and growth scan, liquor assessment, and umbilical artery Doppler.

The exact level at which antihypertensive treatment is commenced is unclear but a blood pressure $\geq 160/110$ mmHg should be considered a medical emergency due to the risk of stroke. The aim of antihypertensive therapy is to reduce blood pressure to $<160/105$ mmHg (mean arterial pressure $<125$ mmHg). Blood pressure may drop suddenly on commencement of treatment; therefore, dosage should be titrated gradually to avoid affecting uteroplacental circulation, which may result in fetal distress. Oral antihypertensives include methyldopa, labetalol, and calcium antagonists such as nifedipine. For acute treatment of hypertensive crises, intravenous medication may be needed. Again, local and national protocols should be in place and followed. The first antihypertensive agent of choice is labetalol, a mixed alpha/beta adrenergic antagonist. Two doses can be administered orally. A period of 30 minutes should elapse prior to administration of a second oral dose. In the event that oral therapy fails to elicit a response or is poorly tolerated, proceed to give an intravenous bolus. A labetalol infusion should be commenced via syringe pump following the bolus dose if required. The principal contraindication for labetalol is severe asthma. The agent is cautioned in cardiac disease.\(^{38}\)

The second antihypertensive agent of choice is hydralazine, a direct-acting smooth muscle relaxant. A bolus infusion can be given every 5 minutes with close monitoring of blood pressure. This may be followed by a basal infusion. All doses should be confirmed with updated formulary and pharmacy locally. Continuous fetal monitoring is appropriate in the management of severe preeclampsia.

Magnesium sulfate (MgSO\(_4\)) is the drug of choice for prevention of eclampsia.\(^{41}\) It is now accepted that other anti-convulsant agents such as diazepam are not appropriate treatments in the prevention of convulsions (eclampsia). A loading dose of 4 g of MgSO\(_4\) is given, followed by a maintenance infusion of 1 g/hour, generally for 24 hours after delivery. A documented medical assessment should occur at 4 hourly intervals and all patients should have continuous pulse oximetry, hourly assessment of urine output and respiratory rate, and reflexes checked every 4 hours. Cessation or reduction of magnesium therapy should occur if biceps reflex is absent or respiratory rate is $<12/minute$.

Adverse effects of MgSO\(_4\) toxicity include: paralysis, absence of reflexes, depression of respiratory drive, and arrhythmias. The corrective treatment for toxicity is 10 mL 10% calcium gluconate, which should be given gradually intravenously. Note that 97% of MgSO\(_4\) is cleared by the kidneys; therefore, oliguria ($<80$ mL/24 hours) can lead to toxicity. In the presence of oliguria, abnormal liver
function tests, or further seizures, MgSO₄ levels should be checked, aiming for a therapeutic range of 2–4 mmol/L.

Fluid management should be closely monitored, as these patients have a reduced plasma volume and are at increased risk of pulmonary edema. Total input should not exceed 80 mL/hour (approximately 1 mL/kg/hour). Oxytocin, if required, should be used at high concentrations and included as part of the total fluid input. Oliguria should not precipitate any individual intervention, save to encourage early delivery.

The only cure for preeclampsia is delivery, which should be considered only when the mother has been stabilized. The HYPITAT trial: a multicenter, open-label randomized controlled trial, randomized women with gestational hypertension or mild preeclampsia to induction of labor versus expectant monitoring after 36 weeks’ gestation. They demonstrated that 117 (31%) women who had labor induced suffered a poor maternal outcome compared with 166 (44%) monitored expectantly (RR: 0.71, 95% CI: 0.59–0.86, P<0.001). As a result, they advocate induction of labor beyond 37 weeks’ gestation.

Delivery is indicated prior to this in the event of fetal distress, inability to control maternal blood pressure, eclampsia, worsening biochemistry, or worsening maternal symptoms. Delivery need not be by cesarean section, but if gestation <32 weeks, it is probably preferable. After 34 weeks of gestation, vaginal delivery can be considered. Vaginal prostaglandin increases the chance of success. Antihypertensive treatment should be continued throughout assessment and labor. Management of the third stage should utilize 5 IU of intravenous oxytocin, not ergometrine or oxytocin/ergometrine, which may cause a hypertensive crisis.

Women who have had hypertension during pregnancy should be followed up postpartum to ensure full resolution of their hypertension. Women who have suffered from preeclampsia during their pregnancy should be advised that they are at increased risk of developing cardiovascular and renal disease later in life. Discharge should be followed by regular attendance with a general practitioner so that blood pressure can be closely monitored.

Those who have been diagnosed with severe preeclampsia are more likely to experience recurrence in their next pregnancy; however, the phenotype is typically less severe, with presentation approximately 2–3 weeks later in gestation. Women who have experienced severe early onset preeclampsia, especially if complicated by growth restriction or late fetal loss, should undergo testing for antiphospholipid syndrome. It may be necessary to discuss the implications of these results on future pregnancies. Similarly, those who have experienced severe preeclampsia complicated by stillbirth or abruption, may need to be tested for factor V Leiden, protein S, protein C, hyperhomocysteinuria, and antithrombin deficiency; however, the impact of these conditions on future pregnancies is less well understood.

Pre-conceptual counseling should be offered for all those with essential hypertension, as certain antihypertensive medications such as ACE inhibitors are teratogenic and may need to altered pre-conceptually.

The NICE provide graphical illustrations of guidelines for management of preeclampsia, which are suitable for use as reference in clinical settings. Physicians should utilize up-to-date guidelines from their jurisdiction in active management.
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